
CASE STUDY

KnowledgeIQ 
helped create a 
single source of 
truth knowledge 
repository for Best 
Practice Software.

Best Practice Software, a medical software company based in Australia and New 
Zealand, was seeking a knowledge base for the development of a global Service Desk 
to enhance the flexibility and capability of each product support branch.

THE PROBLEM
As a leader in the field of software for Australasian medical 
practices, Best Practice Software is synonymous with excellence 
in delivery and support for its range of products tailored to suit 
a variety of medical industries including General Practitioners.

The diversity of the company’s product range necessitates 
multiple product support teams, with each team working with 
unique platforms and integrations as well as a set of shared 
processes and tools. Over time, multiple knowledge base 
solutions had evolved internally, making efforts to control 
non-product specific information challenging.

Without a clear way to find the information they required, the 
team often resorted to face to face knowledge, sending emails 
within the team or referencing aging guides.

In order to provide better tools to their support team and enable 
improved user support, Best Practice Software embarked on a 
journey to implement a shared knowledge solution that could 
provide a common platform for knowledge. They wanted to 
reduce duplication while also enabling segregation of 
product-specific information, processes and procedures.
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THE SOLUTION

Best Practice Software sought a solution that 
improved the efficiency of the team by 
reducing the volume of articles an agent 
needed to look through to find the 
information they required.

It was important to Best Practice Software 
that this new knowledge solution was easy 
for its team to use. Another key factor was the 
ability to categorise articles related to a 
specific product, while still providing the 
ability to define and locate universal or 
non-product specific information.

Knosys’ KnowledgeIQ solution was selected 
as the Knowledge Management platform 
solution because it offered a flexible and 
customisable platform that could be adapted 
to exactly how Best Practice Software 
operates, while at the same time, being 
simple and easy to use.

KnowledgeIQ was able to be switched on 
and set up quickly. As a turn-key solution, it 
allowed Best Practice Software to focus on 
getting their knowledge content setup 
without installing a new piece of software, 
managing updates or maintaining additional 
infrastructure.

THE BENEFITS

Since investing in KnowledgeIQ, Best Practice 
Software have reduced case handling times 
from 8 days to 2.6 days!

- Michael Toulson, Best Practice Software

OUTCOMES

01. Improved product understanding and team performance.

Best Practice Software has utilised Knosys’ sites feature to develop individual sites for each product 
offering, containing all of the knowledge specific to each product. Non-specific product knowledge, such 
as information about tools and base-level knowledge is contained in its own site but is filtered down to 
the child/product specific sites.

With this structure, support staff can limit their searches to just the product they need, decreasing the 
time it takes them to find the knowledge and resolve their customers’ issues. Teams can locate exactly 
what they need more easily thanks to KnowledgeIQ’s SmartSearch technology, resulting in improved 
team confidence and service delivery.

02. Single source of truth.

Multiple knowledge bases or systems are no longer required for Best Practice Software staff to get the 
answers they need to support their users. KnowledgeIQ provides a single source of truth platform with 
advanced SmartSearch features that has all the information they need.



Best Practice Software now use KnowledgeIQ each day to help communicate, collaborate and service 
customers. They are more confident knowing the information they’re using is relevant and up to date.

“We knew it was going to work on a variety of systems so we believe it’s been a great education tool for 
team members to action and work autonomously. Having one platform that has been created to bespoke 
specifications has already proved useful in managing performance and efficiency.”
- Michael Toulson

Best Practice Software looks forward to more updates and features that will only add to the benefits 
they’ve reported so far.

03. Easily facilitated remote working.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, it became necessary for Best Practice Software, like many organisations, 
to have much of its workforce operate remotely. With staff spread across both Australia and New Zealand, 
the cloud-based nature of the KnowledgeIQ solution meant the knowledge base was easily accessible for 
remote staff — including those working from home.

“Through these unprecedented times we’ve been able to spin up and deploy resources quickly
to enable our agents to assist clients with the unique requests such as WFH assessments. KnowledgeIQ 
has given us one less thing to worry about when deciding as a team to work from home.”
- Michael Toulson

Knosys’ KnowledgeIQ  is the
knowledge management
platform empowering teams

Our software suite lets you manage your 
company knowledge as a strategic asset and 
facilitate better collaboration, better decision 
making and better business outcomes.
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